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ABSTRACT

Background. In language, clauses and sentences hold together 
and are combined by means of syntactic rules, whereas 
paragraphs and larger textual sections emerge as coherent due 
to the content of their constituents, Tonal music has units at 
seemingly corresponding levels, but at least according to current 
ideas of tonal reduction, all of them are syntactically defined by 
means of tonal closure: music is conceived of as a hierarchical 
structure of ever more encompassing cadences.

Aims. Given the analogy between language and music, it 
appears that reductional analysis does not respect demarcations 
corresponding to full stops in language.  Applying the notion of 
full stop to music implies that the coherence of large units should 
depend on conspicuous events and their relationships (on “tonal 
content”) rather than on the cadential framework. 

Main contribution. This means that tonal reduction, whether it 
proceeds bottom-up in the way we actually listen or is undertaken 
in a top-down fashion, has to make a halt and change its approach 
at the level of full stops. While admitting the importance of 
syntactics for lower-level linguistic units and their musical 
equivalents, it must be acknowledged that large-scale coherence 
is predicated on content rather than on framework. Bottom-up 
reduction relying on tonal content will be demonstrated and tried 
out on a short piece of music.

Implications. If reduction in terms of tonal content proves to be 
feasible and rewarding, it will obviously emerge as an important 
complement to tonal reduction as currently practised.

1. INTRODUCTION

That music is a “language” is a commonplace that may amount 
to a valid analogy, and that language and music seem to have 
corresponding systems of segmentation is an entrenched belief 
judging from the long tradition of transfer of terminology from 
language to music. According to this view, there are counterparts 
in music to such linguistic units as the clause, the sentence, and 
the paragraph; and the paradigmatic junction between the two 
hierarchies is the assumed equivalence between the two-clause 
sentence and the bisected eight-bar period. In order to understand 
a linguistic or musical message correctly, we must be able to 
parse extended composite sequences, separating and determining 
the functions of their constituents – a largely unconscious process 
including proper assessment of the demarcations with regard to 
their dividing and connecting qualities. 

The vital importance of segmentation in language is attested by 
the use of interpunctuation marks to signal the (relative) closure 
of units and the character of the demarcations. Segmentation is 
no less vital in music, but there are no interpunctuation signs 
– slurs and rests may separate units, but basically they serve 
other purposes. This becomes apparent if you tentatively apply 
linguistic interpunctuation marks to music – an old trick, but 
a rewarding one: if the make-up of the musical sequence was 
obscure, it will often emerge as transparent after the operation.

The rules for constructing clauses and for assembling them to 
form compound sentences are given in the syntax of the language 
in question. In modern linguistics, the rules governing these 
medium-format units are formulated in a “generative grammar”, 
showing how a number of basic “deep structures” by means of 
various transformations and substitutions eventually lead up 
to the complex utterances met with in actual language. When 
proceeding beyond the sentence, however, the syntactic domain 
is left; consequently, when dealing with paragraphs and more 
extended sequences, indeed entire texts, linguists turn to other 
approaches, stydying for instance the rhetorical means by which 
the thoughts are presented and developed.

Is there any counterpart in music to the syntactic regulation of 
units found in language? No doubt there are rules accounting for 
traits that make for (relative) closure; in fact, music has come up 
with a theory that according to a prevalent view corresponds to 
a generative grammar: Schenkerian analysis. The basic premise 
of this theory is that underlying every well-formed and closed 
musical unit, small or large, there is an Ursatz (a fundamental 
structure) – a tonic-dominant-tonic cadential bass progression 
combined with a treble descent (the Urlinie) from the third or fifth 
(or eighth) degree down to the tonic note. The actual composition 
arises from the Ursatz by means of recursive, hierarchically 
layered “prolongations”.

Schenkerian theory and “tonal reduction”, the analytic discipline 
associated with it, may with some justification be likened to a 
generative grammar, but there are also crucial differences, two 
of which involve transcending the originally syntactic nature of 
Schenkerian theory. The “deep structure” of the Ursatz is not 
only applied to medium-format units like the period (sentence), 
but preferably to larger sections (paragraphs) and to entire works. 
Schenkerian analysis also extends its domain by claiming that not 
only does it account for closure, but also for unity and coherence 
– non-syntactic, aesthetic qualities presumed to pervade the work, 
just as “tonality” is construed as a force making itself felt through 
the layers, all the way from the fundamental structure to the most 
remote details of the musical surface.  
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2. ANALYTIC DEMONSTRATION

In what follows, two approaches to reduction will be demonstrated 
and compared with each other. Schenkerian analysis, i. e. “tonal 
analysis” in emphatic sense, predicated on tonal closure but 
disregarding internal demarcations in its pursuit of overall unity 
and coherence, will be contrasted with a dual approach that 
first pays respect to the syntactic nature of cadential closure by 
restricting it to local units, and then endeavours to assess overall 
unity and coherence, being non-syntactic properties, along other 
paths,

In order to make this demonstration as effective as possible, the 
presumably most frequently analysed piece of music will be 
resorted to: the theme of the first movement in Mozart’s Piano 
Sonata in A major KV 331 – hopefully, this music is so well-
known that there is no need to reproduce it. Its ABA1C design 
and the (4+4)+4+(4+2) arrangement of its 18 bars are common 
knowledge, but what about its interpunctuation? Drawing on 
the connotations pertaining to the various signs – notions that 
seem to be more or less shared irrespective of language – these 
interpunctuations seem to occur: a comma at the dominant in m. 
4, and a full stop at the tonic in m. 8; the B-section emphatically 
issues into a colon; finally, Mozart supplies a bold and precarious 
continuity between mm. 16 and 17, but the dual sense of last-
moment non-closure inherent in the rising tonic in m. 16 and of 
essential supplement in m. 17 makes for a semi-colon.      

There are many Schenkerian readings of this theme, but two 
main alternatives emerge depending on whether the fundamental 
descent of the Ursatz is considered to issue from the fifth or the 
third degree. The first option is adopted in Schenker (1935) and in 
Forte & Gilbert (1982), whereas the second reading can be found 
in Lester (1981); it is also preferred by Lerdahl & Jackendoff 
(1983) though it should be observed that their method and intent 
are not Schenkerian. Neumeyer (1987) proposes a reduction 
featuring two Urlinien, an unorthodox solution that brought him 
criticism. A discussion of Schenkerian analyses of this theme can 
be found in Narmour (1983/84).

The main Schenkerian options can  be studied in Exs. 1a and 
1b; it should be noted that these graphs are general and do 
not specifically represent any of the extant reductions. Only 
the melody is given, and the graphs are not very detailed; 
consequently, the presentation and remarks will keep to aspects 
that are crucial for this inquiry and refrain from arguments 
involving voice-leading niceties.  

The reading shown in Ex. 1a issues from the fifth degree and may 
seem somewhat awkward as far as the A-section is concerned 
– the local descents start on weak beats and the initial notes lack 
root support. On the other hand, the B-section is certainly all 
about the fifth degree, structurally speaking. This fact, one may 
suspect, was probably decisive when adopting the fifth degree as 
the initial note already in the A-section. Turning to the A1-section, 
the local structural descent is distributed in another way so as 
to secure a patent harmonic support and so as to include the C-
section. The reading of this section as a prolongation of the third 
degree is not very convincing, however, since it fails to account 
for the bold melodic rise in m. 17. According to this reading, the 
entire theme can be subsumed under an Ursatz starting in m. 1 
and being eventually released in m. 15. 

The reduction shown in Ex. 1b chooses the third degree as the 
initial note of the local descents within the A-section – a reading 
that complies quite well with the music since this accented and 
root-supported note is obviously prolonged by being first left 
and then returned to, forming a quite conspicuous motion. The 
third degree is then left to pass the fifth-degree winter as best 
it can by hibernating in interior voices. This analysis of the B-
section seems entirely unwarranted and emerges as the price for 
the smooth reading of the A-section – the structural third degree 
must somehow be retained during the middle section. The Urlinie 
of the A1-section is interrupted at the second degree, which 
however turns up once again in the cadence of the C-section. As a 
consequence, the emphatic rise over the tonic in m. 17 emerges as 
a neighbour-note prolongation inserted between two dominants 
– a quite implausible way to construe the passage. According to 
this reduction, the deep structure of the ultimate Ursatz starts in 
m. 1 and has its second-degree dominant only in m. 18.

Turning now to the contrasting approach, two graphs will be 
shown; cf. Exs. 2a and 2b. Predicated on the syntactic closure of 
units and on global unity and coherence, respectively, they should 
not be conceived of as either/or alternatives. Just as we no doubt 
can register separate units having their own tonal agendas, we 
can certainly experience musical wholes and the factors holding 
them together in spite of interior demarcations: the two graphs are 
therefore to be read as  complementary.

Considering Ex. 2a representing what happens in the clauses 
and sentences within the theme, the antecedent and consequent 
of the A-section disclose first an interrupted, then a completed 
falling-third motion making for closure and a full stop in m. 8. 
(It would also be possible to argue for inherent falling fifths in 
the A-section, and indeed for descending fifths superimposed on 
descending thirds as co-existing, eventually coalescing, structural 
motions.) The B-section, stubbornly revolving around and 
keeping to its fifth degree until falling swiftly towards a cadence 
signalling relative close, builds up an expectation suggestive of a 
colon rather than a comma. The contradictory cadential situation 
in m. 16 is interpreted as a semi-colon, after which follows a 
fresh start bringing a rising sixth ranging from the third to the 
eighth degree. The very last bar is read as an example of inverted 
counterpoint which makes good musical sense: the rising sixth 
inherent in the C-section is broken in terms of register with a 
demonstrative abruptness, but it nevertheless remains a tonal 
fact. Adopting a bird’s-eye view of the theme – disregarding the 
cadential aspects of the units and considering instead their points 
of tonal departure – it appears that the theme, along with its basic 
ABA layout, features a structural framework made up of, in turn, 
the third, the fifth, and the third degree.    

Ex. 2b, finally, brings out a scheme that may serve to lend 
the theme a sense of unity and coherence growing across the 
demarcations of its constituent units. (There may be other ways to 
construe the “organic” quality of the music.) A quite conspicuous 
trait in the antecedent of the A-section is the slow descent from 
the third degree to the tonic note and the immediate return, rising 
at doubled speed; in the consequent, this returning motion is even 
quicker, and it may seem to include one more note, making for an 
overbidding, ascending fourth. Hence there seems to be not only a 
somewhat askew balance between falling and rising gestures, but 
a sense of opposition. In the B-section, the two tendencies occur 
in reversed order, but they are held in an equilibrium – the rise to 
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the sixth degree, and from there on to the eighth, is balanced by a 
corresponding return to the fifth degree, and this excursion takes 
place over an inconclusive subdominant sonority. What happens 
in m. 17 is extraordinary. Citing the determined rhythm from mm. 
7 and 15, the rising motion completely seizes the initiative by 
entering at the very moment when a falling gesture is due, and by 
usurping its very starting point, the third degree. Furthermore, the 
bold ascent extends to a sixth, and it is topped by the quick rise 
to the eighth degree, a motion foreboded in m. 9. Indeed, since 
m. 17, just as did m. 1, starts with a rising third, the concluding 
two bars of the theme emerge, neither as a C-section, nor as 
an appended coda, but as an additional, drastically varied and 
shortened consequent of the A1-section – a point that can readily 
be confirmed by studying the variations in KV 331.

[KV_331_1a_EPS.eps]1

[KV_331_1b_EPS.eps]1

[KV_331_2a_EPS.eps]1

[KV_331_2b_EPS.eps]1

Exs. 1a/b and 2a/b1

3. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The two Schenkerian readings, Exs. 1a and 1b, eventually arrive 
at syntactic (actually quasi-syntactic) fundamental structures 
extending from initial notes in the first bar to remote cadential 
events occurring in the “coda”. In each case, the Ursatz offered as 
an explanation of the closure of the theme as well as of its unity 
and coherence, connects local beginnings with local ends, no 
matter the intervening demarcations, no matter whether the initial 
notes, supposed to be prolonged, are likely to survive all the way 
to the final cadence. 

This unwarranted application of a syntactic concept to larger, 
non-syntactic formats in order to account for non-syntactic 
qualities would however be a minor problem if it didn’t entail 
gross misreadings of the music. The common source of these 
flaws seems to be the top-down approach inherent in Schenkerian 
tonal reduction: when an overall structure is in sight, not only are 
the interpunctuations disregarded, but important and independent 
tonal tendencies within the constituent units have to succumb 
to the imposed order and to theoretical prejudice. One such 
prejudiced notion, immediately derivable from the mistake to 
think that an entire piece, as if it were just a sentence, can be 
subsumed under a single, syntactic cadence, is that the initial tone 
of the Urlinie, once it is chosen, must not be abandoned.

This principle is the cause of the dilemma underlying both the 
reduction in Ex. 1a and the one in Ex. 1b, making these readings 
militate against careful bottom-up analysis as well as attentive 
beginning-to-end listening. If you have selected the fifth degree 
as the starting point for the encompassing Ursatz, because the 
structural presence of this note is undeniable in the B-section – a 
decidedly top-down consideration that you cannot entertain while 
listening to the A-section that strongly tends towards the third 
degree   – you are bound to find the motivic entry in m. 9 quite 
disappointing. It certainly does not sound as issuing from a tonal 
degree present from the very beginning and that you have in fact 
never left. (And you will not retroactively change your first naïve 
impression of m. 1, thinking that it didn’t after all start from the 
third degree, but from the fifth – such reappraisals are not likely to 
happen across full stops.) This argument is strongly corroborated 
by the converse situation that applies if you have opted for a 
reduction based on an Ursatz proceeding downwards from the 
third degree. Such a reduction accords well with how you want to 
hear the A-section, but to take in the B-section, demonstratively 
opening up a heightened tonal space, as merely a covering motion 
taking place over a retained third degree is simply impossible.

One might ask whether Ex. 2a really shows all tonal closure there 
is in the theme? The answer seems to be in the affirmative, but it 
must be added that this graph accounts for the specific, and quite 
interesting, non-cumulative pattern of tonal closure that Mozart 
has actually supplied, and that closure may have aspects that 
are not syntactic. If you are interested in finding out what global 
closure this piece of music may have, and if you want to assess its 
overall tonal unity and coherence, you should turn to reductions 
that are not blocked by the ambition to establish tonal structure as 
a matter of syntactics within passages far exceeding the range of 
musical sentences. Indicating a crucial element of musical growth 
within the theme, indeed a sense of narrative development, Ex. 
2b provides insights of this kind. Unlike Schenkerian graphs, 
it represents unity and coherence straightforwardly, and not 
as marginalized aspects in graphs dedicated to exhibit tonal 
closure.

This inquiry into different kinds of reduction actualizes the 
relationship between analysis and listening, particularly as the 
latter emerges in the light of empirical research. Can and should 
analytic methods, indeed specific analyses, be validated by 
experiments? 

Well, it might, for instance, be possible to evaluate the surmised 
presence and persistence of extended initial Urlinie notes by 
means of some kind of “Krumhanslian” probe tones. Testing, say, 
mm. 1–4 and mm. 9–12 in KV 331 with two such probe notes, say, 
the fifth and the third degree, is likely to yield a quite unequivocal 
result, indicating that the tonal space is in fact expanded from 
the third degree to the fifth when entering the B-section. But 
who will be impressed by this outcome? Certainly not those 
most in need of a reconsideration of their analytic approach. 
When it comes to inducing a change of attitudes, it seems that 
arguments may sometimes be more effective than experiments. 
Generally speaking, analytic work should be undertaken in a 
creative contact with your listening experience – staying in touch 
with realities makes for interest – but in practice this means not 
empirical validation, but frequent consultations of your own 
better musical self.      

1 Note: To view these examples the font “Sonata” by Adobe® is 
needed. This commercial font is available at the Adobe® Type 
Library online: www.adobe.com
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